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Abstract. This study utilises repeated numerical tests to understand the effects of variable near-surface conditions on time-
lapse seismic surveys. The numerical tests were aimed at reproducing the significant scattering observed in field experiments
conducted at the Naylor site in the Otway Basin for the purpose of CO2 sequestration. In particular, the variation of elastic
properties of both the top soil and the deeper rugose clay/limestone interface as a function of varying water saturation were
investigated. Such tests simulate themeasurements conducted in dry andwet seasons and to evaluate the contribution of these
seasonal variations to seismicmeasurements in terms of non-repeatability. Full elastic pre-stackmodelling experiments were
carried out to quantify these effects and evaluate their individual contributions. The results show that the relatively simple
scattering effects of the corrugated near-surface clay/limestone interface can have a profound effect on time-lapse surveys.
The experiments also show that the changes in top soil saturation could potentially affect seismic signature evenmore than the
corrugated deeper surface.

Overall agreement betweennumerically predicted and in situmeasurednormalised root-mean-square (NRMS)differences
between repeated (time-lapse) 2D seismic surveys warrant further investigation. Future field studies will include in situ
measurements of the elastic properties of the weathered zone through the use of ‘micro Vertical Seismic Profiling (VSP)’
arrays and very dense refraction surveys. The results of this work may impact on other areas not associated with CO2

sequestration, such as imagingoil productionover areaswhereproducingfields suffer fromakarstic topography, suchas in the
Middle East and Australia.
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Introduction

The depleted Naylor Gas Field, located in the onshore Otway
Basin of Australia (Figure 1), is currently utilised as a CO2

sequestration demonstration project. Carbon dioxide has been
injected into theWaarreC sandstoneover a 2-year period.Thegas
mixture injected consists of 80% CO2 and 20% CH4. The
reservoir zone into which the CO2 mixture was injected has
residual gas saturation of around 20%. Consequently we
expect that the injection of the gas mixture will produce very
subtle changes in the elastic properties of the reservoir rock, and
hence result in very small measurable 4D seismic effects. High
seismic repeatability is therefore of critical importance to the
monitoring at this site.Unfortunately, initial 2Dfield tests suggest
that it will be hard to achieve good repeatability at this site.

Time-lapse or 4D seismic data are used increasingly to study
and image the changes in the seismic response induced by the
production of hydrocarbons or the injection of CO2, water or
steam into a reservoir. Such studies often proved to be very
effective. However, practically all of these studies were
conducted offshore. On land, unfortunately, time-lapse seismic
changes are also produced by variations in the near-surface
conditions, source signature variation, acquisition geometry
(positioning and spacing), acquisition equipment, recording
fidelity differences between the surveys, processing methods,
and ambient noise. The confidence level in interpreting any

seismic changes depends on how good the seismic
repeatability is. The residual differences in the repeated time-
lapse data that do not represent changes in the subsurface
geology impact the effectiveness of the time-lapse seismic
methodology.

It is widely accepted that time-lapse repeatability of land
seismic is, in general, low. It is, however, less understood
which factors are critically important for time-lapse land
surveys. In the case of the Naylor CO2 injection test site area,
the presence of sinkholes and karst topography in the near-
surface zone make seismic non-repeatability investigations
challenging but also interesting (Figure 2). In such geological
terrain, the degree of signal scattering caused by the top rugose
limestone surface and caverns is greatly dependent on the depth
to the water table. This is because if the water level drops to a
level below the rugose limestone surface, then the degree of
signal scattering caused by the rugose limestone surface is
increased (Al-Jabri et al., 2008a). Consequently, repeated 2D
seismic test lines have been acquired at the Naylor location
before the 3D baseline seismic acquisition and certainly before
CO2 injection commenced at this field. These seismic lines were
recorded with mini-vibroseis and weight-drop in both wet and
dry conditions. The aim of this work was to assess non-
repeatability due to the variations in soil conditions (Urosevic
et al., 2007, 2008). To help understand field observations we
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conducted different numerical simulations. Then, comparing the
results of the numerical tests with field data clearly showed that
the changes in saturation at the near-surface have a very profound
effect on seismic repeatability.

Motivation

As shown (mainly qualitatively) from early 2D field tests
(Figure 3), the depth of penetration of seismic energy and
frequency characteristics of the seismic wavelet will be
different in dry and wet periods of the year (Urosevic et al.,
2007). Furthermore these tests showed clearly that seasonal
variations have a first-order effect on the seismic signature,
while the source type and positioning accuracy of the

recording instruments have secondary and tertiary effects on
time-lapse studies, respectively. Consequently the effect of the
near-surface zone on the seismic signature was analysed by
splitting it into two components: i) top soil (agricultural part
~0.5m thick) and ii) shallow (2–10m thick) and irregular
karstic topography (Al-Jabri et al., 2008b). A relatively simple
scattering effect from the karst (corrugated clay/limestone
interface) was expected due to the large velocity contrast
(400–500m/s). The effect of the agricultural soil (elasto-plastic
zone) is harder to model and at this stage, before further field
tests are carried out, and can only be approximately modelled.
Figure 3 shows the difference in the source footprint for the
wet and dry case. Similarly the difference in the signal strength
and hence signal-to-noise (S/N) ratio between wet and dry 2D

Fig. 1. Location of the Naylor Field in the south-east of Australia (Otway Basin).
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Fig. 2. Corrugated top limestone in the near-surface of the western Otway Basin.
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stacks is obvious (Figure 3). Clearly, to improve the repeatability
for detection of time-lapse changes due to CO2 injection, the
effect of the near-surface on seismic repeatability needs to be
evaluated. Only then can attempts to compensate for the
variability in the signal character by specialised field
measurements be carried out.

The data in Figure 3 show clearly the impact that water table
variations can have – large non-repeatability due to a saturation
change in the top soil and hence the magnitude of accompanying
plastic effect (top soil compression) (Al-Jabri and Urosevic,
2008). This is true even for the best case scenario (marker
reflection that is high S/N and within a narrow computation
window). The magnitude of elastic changes, however, are less
clear, particularly at the target level. Toexplain itwedeployed full
pre-stack elastic modelling which shared the same survey
geometry with field data.

Methodology

It is anticipated that the non-repeatability issues are, to the first
order of approximation, related to variations of the properties of
the top soil and underlying clay/limestone units. The modelling

experiments were aimed at evaluating the contribution of each of
these two factors to non-repeatability. The near-surface changes
at the Naylor Field were therefore modelled by assuming three
different scenarios:

1) Top soil + corrugated clay/limestone interface
2) As for 1, no corrugations
3) As for 1, thin (zero thickness) top soil layer

Dry andwet variations are assumed to cause changes in the elastic
properties as shown in Table 1.

Model-1: Representing the case of the near-surface at the
Naylor Field consisting of top soil (0.5m thick) and corrugated
top surface of the limestone (Figure 4). This enabled us to assess
the total effect of the near-surface on the seismic non-repeatability
to be assessed.

Model-2: Representing a simpler case of flat limestone
topography (Figure 5) and used to assess the contribution of
the top soil to seismic non-repeatability.

Model-3: Representing the case of top soil being absent, this
model was used to analyse the contribution of limestone
corrugations on seismic non-repeatability (Figure 6).

The Non-Repeatability for Wet and Dry
conditions of the Near surface at Naylor field
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Fig. 3. 2D seismic data recorded at the Naylor site with weight-drop: near-surface is wet (left), near-surface is dry (middle), and their difference (right).
Weight Drop foot-print for wet and dry top soil is shown below. The lower right corner graph shows non-repeatability between wet and dry surveys computed
for Clifton Formation within the red time window.

Table 1. Thicknesses, top sub-surfaces, densities, velocities and (Q) absorptions for each unit of the Otway Basin models at Naylor-1.

Formation Thickness Top sub surface Wet near-surface Model Dry near-surface Model
(m) (m) Density 

(kg/m3)
Velocity
(m/s)

Absorption 
(Q)

Density 
(kg/m3)

Velocity
(m/s)

Absorption 
(Q)

Soil 0.5 0 1300 500 50 1100 250 25
Clay dry 3.5 0.5 1800 1600 80 1400 1250 40
Limestone 118 4.0 2430 1900 100 2430 1900 100
Gellibrand marl 335 122.0 2500 2100 120 2500 2100 120
Clifton formation 17 457.0 2700 2600 140 2700 2600 140
Clay – 474.0 2346 2985 160 2346 2985 160
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Fig. 4. Model-1 which represents wet and dry cases for top soil plus corrugated top limestone surface. Shown from left to right are: depth model, synthetic
data for dry and wet cases and their difference. Window for computation of non-repeatability is also shown.
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Fig. 5. Model-2 which represents the wet and dry cases for both top soil plus a flat top limestone surface. Shown from left to right are: depth model, synthetic
data for dry and wet cases and their difference. Window for computation of non-repeatability is also shown.
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Fig. 6. Model-3 which represents the wet and dry case for absent top soil but a corrugated top limestone surface present. Shown from left to right are: depth
model, synthetic data for dry and wet cases and their difference. Window for computation of non-repeatability is also shown.
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Fig. 7. The non-repeatability as measured for model-1 and model-2, assuming wet condition of
the near-surface. The normalised root mean square computed expresses the difference between flat
and corrugated top limestone surface.
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These models have been simulated with stress-velocity finite
difference formulation (Vireaux, 1988) which is implemented in
TesseralCS-2D Full Wave Modelling software. Information
from logs, cores and surface seismic measurements were used
as input for the simulations (Table 1). The three cases have been
designed to evaluate the contribution of each of the selected
factors (top soil and corrugations) plus their total effect on the
seismic signature. Generated shot records for the three different
models were processed and analysed for non-repeatability.

Results

One of the conventional measures of time-lapse seismic
effectiveness is through a computation of normalised root-
mean-square (NRMS) difference between repeated datasets.
The non-repeatability of seismic amplitudes in two traces, at
and bt, can be measured by NRMS difference, defined in time
gate t by the RMS of the difference between at and bt normalised
by themeanRMSof the two traces and expressed as a percentage.
We measured NRMS for the Clifton Formation because the
seismic event has the highest S/N ratio (the best case scenario
for the Naylor Field) and assumes that seismic strength is
adequate for the deeper reservoir target. The window of 40ms
was selected for computation via the equation provided by
Calvert (2005):

NRMS ¼ 200RMSðat � btÞ
RMSðatÞ þ RMSðbtÞ : ð1Þ

A non-repeatability modelled case for the wave scattering by a
corrugated limestone interface is illustrated in Figure 7. The
NRMS difference between flat and corrugated interfaces
accounts for ~15%.

Total non-repeatability for all three models together with
the measured field data is shown in Figure 8. The non-
repeatability between wet and dry for Model 1 is ~46%; non-
repeatability between wet and dry for Model 2 is ~38% and
non-repeatability between wet and dry for Model 3 is ~30%.
The real data (average ~52% variation) fits close to Model 1.

Conclusion

Numerical tests verified that the time-lapse seismic surveys
should be conducted under the same near-surface conditions to
maximise repeatability (this applies for both surface seismic

and Vertical Seismic Profiling [VSP]). Changes in the water
table can influence the seismic response through increased
scattering by the corrugated interface at the top of the
limestone. It appears that the effect of the weathered zone
on the seismic signature can be split into two components:
i) a complex effect of the agricultural soil (elasto-plastic zone);
and ii) the relatively simple scattering effect of the corrugated
near-surface clay/limestone interface (purely elastic zone).
The first is more difficult to simulate, hence the need for
further field experiments. From our models we can conclude
that: i) 30% of non-repeatability comes from the change of the
near-surface saturation; and ii) 15% of non-repeatability results
from the scattering related to corrugated surface of the
limestone. An agreement between numerically predicted and
measured NRMS values encourages further numerical tests and
also incorporation of numerical predictions into the process of
monitoring design for future sequestration sites. Future
experiments include in situ measurements of the elastic
properties of the near-surface (soil and underlying clay) and
scattering effects of the corrugated top limestone interface. For
that we will use ‘micro VSP’ arrays and very dense refraction
surveys.
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